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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

ABSTRACT. Mirror neurons are recognized for their relationship with empathy and that they contribute to virtual education. The objective of the article was to analyze the influence of mirror neurons on virtual learning in upper elementary students of the educational unit "José María Santana Salazar" of the Manta centon. The methodology used was quantitative-qualitative, descriptive, primary, and secondary sources of information were collected, through the deductive and analytical methods. The survey technique applied to an intentional sample of teachers, a student observation card, was used. An interview was applied with an expert in clinical psychology. The results indicated in 59% that mirror neurons promote learning through imitation and in 34% that it improves social relationships through empathy. It is concluded that teachers cannot take advantage of them because they have limited resources to apply them, making it very difficult to motivate and strengthen students' empathy in the virtual context.
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RESUMEN. Las neuronas espejo son reconocidas por su relación con la empatía y que aportan a la educación virtual. El objetivo del artículo fue analizar la influencia de las neuronas espejo en el aprendizaje virtual en los estudiantes de básica superior de la unidad educativa "José María Santana Salazar" del centón Manta. La metodología utilizada fue cuantitativa-qualitativa, descriptiva, primaria y secundaria se recopilaron fuentes de información, a través del método deductivo y analítico. Se utilizó la técnica de la encuesta aplicada a una muestra intencional de docentes, una ficha de observación a estudiante. Se aplicó una entrevista a un experto en psicología clínica. Los resultados señalaron en un 59% que las neuronas espejo promueven el aprendizaje mediante la imitación y en un 34% que mejora las relaciones sociales a través de la empatía. Se concluye que los docentes...
Mirror neurons are those that are activated with one’s displacement or that of others, imitation, empathy, and the function of attributing thoughts or intentions that are related to them (Morris, 2014). Especially, they influence the perception of stimuli, language, learning, social and motor skills; they are essential in the control and also in the interpretation of the gestures and movements used in communication (Araya & Espinoza, 2020). They allow to correlate own actions with others and give them meaning, with them it is possible to understand others, they are also related to the emotional aspect of individuals (Contreras, 2020).

The Ecuadorian reality in terms of teaching virtually reflects poor communication and guidance due to educators (Cóndor & Guapizaca, 2020). Teachers are unaware of neuroeducation instruments that facilitate the education and learning process, which will be reflected in insufficient academic performance that does not point to the educational quality that is desired to be achieved (Oyola, 2017). The lack of empathy creates dissatisfaction in students within the social environment, being a disadvantage for the development of coexistence (Garcés & Sellán, 2017), the lack of stimulus to teachers causes indifference and demotivation in the educational task (Rodríguez, 2019). The same has happened with the students, noticing a lack of empathy and dynamics, they show little collaboration, therefore cooperativity, motivation and the benefits of mirror neurons should be used.

Educational actors must be aware of the relationship between teaching and learning with the neuronal and biological bases of these processes (Barrios, 2016). About this, not taking advantage of its benefits in virtual learning prevents the achievement of better results in education. The problem of this research is the ignorance of the benefits of mirror neurons, which affects the virtual learning of the students of the upper elementary school of the Manta canton, Ecuador. According to Garcia et al. (2014) teachers are delegated to promote collaboration, change traditional education, providing confidence to students to solve problems, promote cooperation and collaboration through empathy and trust Planning for virtual environments involves knowing and using technological resources diverse, schedule occupations for students, along with the preparation of guides for self-learning (Vargas, 2020). There is a lack of commitment on the part of the students, which does not facilitate the educational processes (Arroyo & Delgado, 2016).

Through the observation carried out at the educational center under study, it was evidenced that the students of the upper basic sublevel present difficulties when connecting to the virtual platforms, because they are currently unmotivated and disinterested in the learning process. The poor knowledge of teachers in terms of neuroeducation tools and innovative methodologies limit their possibilities to improve virtual learning, the lack of empathy within the educational field generates dissatisfaction in teachers and students, affecting dynamism...
and commitment in the classrooms, it is necessary to reinforce the skills of educators through training and updating in strategies that incorporate the benefits of mirror neurons in virtual learning.

Deepening the benefits of mirror neurons in the virtual learning process of students and the positive contribution of neuroeducation is essential in the virtuality that is being experienced worldwide. It was intended to analyze the current reality to provide recommendations to implement and use strategies, create spaces to improve empathy in the educational process, social interaction, and the benefits of mirror neurons through the motivation of interaction between peers to work in a team and collaboratively.

**Mirror neurons and learning**

Neuroscience studies are giving more and more guidelines to the learning process, and in recent years have given importance to mirror neurons or mirror neurons. Pérez (2016) and Falconi et al. (2017) agree that it is important to consider certain elements so that they are effectively used, including knowing the functioning of the brain, attention, motivation, diversifying methodologies, promoting positive emotional states, recognizing learning problems in a personalized way, teaching self-control, and effective management of emotions. In educational training they facilitate cooperative learning, the acquisition of behavior patterns, and the transmission of culture (Araya & Espinosa, 2020); allow involuntary learning (Pulache, 2018), for this, educators must include innovative experiences, teamwork, and efficient communication through technological tools (Sandoval, 2020).

Teachers should use mirror neurons and their benefits in virtual learning by developing curricular planning that involves activities, techniques, and strategies that stimulate emotions (Chávez & Chávez, 2020), creating environments where students can function in a safe and comfortable, facing challenges that give them positive emotions so that they are motivated to learn.

Strengthening these conceptualizations, it is important to highlight that the benefits of mirror neurons have disturbed the attention of scholars such as Nella (2020), Crespo (2017), Oyola (2017), Zuta et al. (2017), Lozada and Quimiz (2018) who refer to the importance of these neurons for the emotions and behavior of individuals, which provides opportunities in learning processes, for this they recommend that teachers include strategies focused on development emotional level of the students, not only in the intellectual or cognitive aspect, being necessary to know each one individually, facilitating a relationship of respect and empathy, using technology, interactive activities and games that facilitate teaching, include practical activities, debates, resolution problems, role play, teaching resources, use practical examples about theory, teamwork that promotes social interaction, spread a positive attitude, to promote environments conducive to learning.

**Mirror neurons and virtuality**

Educational systems have been changing; being the virtual modality the solution to the current limitations, to this the mirror neurons give a significant contribution by the knowledge that they provide about the brain, the behavior, and the learning methods, allowing to know the students, to empathize with them, to be able to construct best programs and methodologies that favor learning (Contreras, 2020).

2. **METHOD**

Under a qualitative-quantitative approach, the type of research was descriptive since it focused on searching for information and describing situations or events. The non-experimental research design observed phenomena in their natural context, analyze them and establish the respective conclusions. The methods used were deductive and analytical using which the problem was examined, considering different sources of information, since this
method according to Hernández et al. (2017) consists of the dismemberment of a whole, where the cause, nature, and effect can be observed and analyzed.

The technique used in this research is the survey, with the questionnaire instrument prepared based on previous studies by Orrego & Crespo (2017) and Contreras (2020), which was validated with Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient, having reliability of 95%. It was addressed to the 29 teachers from the “José María Santana Salazar” educational center in the Manta canton, Manabi province, Ecuador. An observation sheet was applied to a focus group with 10 upper elementary school students during three class sessions on the zoom platform, observing behaviors, emotions, receptivity, motivation, empathy, and participation. The teacher was the subject of a study where the enthusiasm was observed if she took into account expressions, opinions, or identified moods. The interview directed to a professional in psychology from the Department of Student Counseling – DECE2 on the subject, allowed to incorporate the methodological and inclusive elements in virtual learning, highlighting mirror neurons as motivational factors, positive verbal and body language that is evidenced and influence in Classroom.

The data collection procedure was carried out through virtual environments, complying with the distancing protocols and biosafety regulations, the survey applied to the teachers was carried out by Google forms, for the interview and the observation file the zoom platform was used.

3. RESULTS

In the analysis of the benefits of mirror neurons in the virtual learning of upper elementary school students, the functioning and advantages of these neurons for students were first recognized, through the teacher survey 59% indicated that the higher advantage is that they promote virtual learning and another 34% improve empathy as indicated in figure 1. Perozo et al. (2020) argue that the benefits of mirror neurons are in the generation of knowledge through imitation, they are related to emotional and cognitive empathy, so in the current context they help the adaptation of new modalities if they are managed promptly in the teaching process will facilitate relationships between educational actors.

Figure 1.
Benefits of mirror neurons in virtual learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limitados recursos de aplicación</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provoca distracción en los estudiantes</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mejora la empatía en el proceso de aprendizaje</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promueve el aprendizaje por imitación</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Survey applied to teachers of the “José María Santana Salazar” Educational Unit of the Manta canton. Own elaboration.

2 DECE: Departamento de Consejería Estudiantil, las funciones son prevención, detección, abordaje y seguimiento (Ministerio de Educación, 2020).
In the interview with the expert Ormaza (2021), she also highlights that these neurons contribute to education by providing guidelines on the functioning of the brain and the relationship of emotions with thought. Ruiz and Kwan (2020) agree that the contribution lies in how the brain works for learning and behavior, encompassing emotional and cognitive processes.

In the teacher observation file, it was evidenced that the benefits of mirror neurons that are frequently incorporated into virtual classes are: stimulation of student participation and motivation in tasks, less frequently taking into account the expressions, ideas, opinions of the students, identifies the different states of mind, exemplifies and teaches the classes with enthusiasm, these results are reflected in figure 2. Regarding this, Tarqui (2019) indicates that motivation is important to achieve that students work hard and give better results, being the benefits of mirror neurons that allow empathizing and knowing what are the factors that stimulate students. Vásquez (2020) also points out that in the current context of virtual education teachers must teach their classes with enthusiasm and joy, seeking to transmit those positive emotions to students, reduce shame in them and improve academic performance.

**Figure 2.**

*Results of teacher observation record*

![Bar chart showing teacher observation results](image)

Source: Survey applied to teachers of the “José María Santana Salazar” Educational Unit of the Manta canton. Own elaboration.

An observation was made of a focus group of 10 students in three classes where indicators such as interest in expressions, receptivity through examples, motivation in classes, participation with peers, attention to the emotion of their classmates, among others, were evaluated; Obtaining among the main results that for the most part they are not motivated to carry out the tasks during the classes, they are also not receptive or pay attention to the emotions of their peers as shown in figure 3, where this action is only performed a few times.
Figure 3.

Indicator 5: Pay attention to the emotions of your peers

Source: Survey applied to teachers of the “José María Santana Salazar” Educational Unit of the Manta canton. Own elaboration.

About this, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (2009) points out that mirror neurons facilitate empathy to pay attention to the emotions of individuals “seem to suggest the possibility of being able to instill empathy through carefully structured experiences, and in turn lead to a morally superior society and community” (p.279).

4. DISCUSSION

About the knowledge of mirror neurons and their benefits in the virtual learning process through the surveys applied to teachers, it was obtained that 66% know them; Among its benefits, they indicate improving empathy and facilitating virtual education, coinciding with Perozo et al. (2020) who point out that it is relevant for the teacher to know the benefits of mirror neurons to take advantage of them in the generation of knowledge through imitation, emotional and cognitive empathy. Regarding these statements, there is also a percentage of teachers who are unaware of the means and have limited resources to apply them, therefore the classes are not motivating or dynamic, which does not allow them to know the needs and interests of their students.

In the results of the interview, the expert Ormaza (2021) pointed out that mirror neurons contribute to education by giving guidelines on the functioning of the brain, the relationship that emotions have with thought, the relevance of the emotions transmitted by the teacher, among other to which Ruiz and Kwan (2020) agree that the contribution lies in how the brain works for learning and behavior, encompassing emotional and cognitive processes. Scientific studies confirm that mirror neurons contribute to the educational plane by helping teachers to plan their classes and adapt them to their students, creating pedagogical strategies for the classroom, through empathy that allows them to observe the interests of the student to improve their motivation.

Among the strategies that incorporate the benefits of mirror neurons in virtual learning, 48% of teachers indicated that communicative spaces should be maintained, and 45% that dialogue between participants is essential.
Agreeing with Morris (2014) who recommend strategies for the virtual classroom to strengthen emotional competencies through constant virtual contact, fostering interaction among their students, fostering collaboration, designing an appropriate load and evaluation.

It was also found that 52% indicated that the motivational and dynamic classes used by teachers in the virtual learning process have been somewhat effective. These results show that there are problems in the classrooms even though the teachers indicated that they promote motivating actions that, due to virtual limitations, have not obtained the desired results. Borges (2006) argues that it is important in online or virtual training, to promote motivation through dynamics and methodologies, for this must maintain closeness, flexibility, constant interaction, and collaboration.

55% of teachers indicated that it is difficult to attend to the emotional aspects of students in virtual learning, in addition, 45% indicated that they are somewhat trained for the application of virtual platforms. These results highlight the difficulties of adaptation to virtual education, which has not allowed an effective transmission of knowledge, generating demotivation in the parties. Urbaneja and Quintero (2020) indicate that the situation faced by students and teachers today is difficult, causing stress and exhaustion, in addition, there are deficient digital skills in teachers to teach classes in virtual classrooms since they are used to the face-to-face mode.

Among the emotions that have been evidenced in virtual classes, 50% indicated anger and 37% stress occasionally. About this, Fernández (2020) states that feelings such as sadness, uncertainty, stress, fear, anxiety are manifested in the crisis caused by the pandemic, which affects the emotional state of students. The expert consulted indicated that to attend to these emotions and obtain the benefits of mirror neurons, the current teacher must be creative, empathetic, know and understand the reality of the student, coinciding with Segarra et al. (2016) which indicates that teachers must have the ability to see beyond grades and faces, must know how to read to their students, understand them and understand their needs in certain situations.

Among the recommendations to enhance mirror neurons as an ideal condition in virtual learning, the survey determined that 60% support dialogues are always used, 60% motivational videos, 65% collaborative work, 80% empathic relationship, among others, to which Rodríguez (2019) suggests transmitting positive emotions and avoiding negative ones, promoting imitation, combining observation and action; carry out interactions, invent imitation games of acts that involve reading and physical activities, educate by example, create bonds in a climate of affection and respect, avoid violent acts, pay attention to emotions such as fear and frustration so as not to transmit them.

As for the students, the lack of empathy with their environment was also evidenced, this can be improved with the benefits of mirror neurons, for which it is recommended to propose strategies so that they are more empathetic between themselves and their peers, through activities of the group, where they praise each other,
rate each other, support collaborative work and improve their social skills; This is in agreement with the OCDE (Organización para la Cooperación y el Desarrollo Económico, 2009) which indicates that empathy can be instilled through group and social experiences carefully structured according to working groups.

According to the results obtained, the benefits of mirror neurons contribute to virtual learning through empathy and imitation, for this reason, it is necessary for the teacher to constantly update himself to be able to produce a greater activation of these, using various tools that adapt to the different learning environments, this is compared with studies by Tarqui (2019), Fernández (2020), and Segarra et al. (2016) where multiple advantages were found in mirror neurons for education, and they emphasize that if teachers do not take advantage of the benefits of being empathetic, dynamic, communicative, knowing their students, recognizing their needs, their differences, they will not find the timely tools to reach them and be able to teach them efficiently and meaningfully.

It is suggested to propose new studies on neuroscience, empathy, emotions, and their incidence in learning, in such a way that they contribute to the investigation by clarifying the exposed data.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The influence of the benefits of mirror neurons in the virtual learning of the students of the upper elementary school in the Educational Unit "José María Santana Salazar" of the Manta canton was analyzed, determining that the knowledge in this subject in the teachers is low. A large percentage cannot take advantage of its benefits because they have limited resources to apply them and the most relevant thing is that it has been very difficult for teachers to motivate their students in the virtual context, despite applying various methodologies they have felt emotions such as stress and exhaustion constantly in their students, for which they need to train and innovate in strategies that allow them to connect with students and understand their needs, which are functions of these neurons.

It was recognized that mirror neurons are those tools that facilitate learning through imitation and empathy, their benefits are wide in the educational area since they facilitate relationships between the teacher and their students, allow anticipating thoughts, intentions, feelings; Based on this, to respond to key aspects, to create strategies that consider the cognitive needs as well as those of the students.

It was determined that teachers incorporate the benefits of mirror neurons in virtual learning through positive attitudes, dynamics, games, optimism, motivation, innovation, and creating bonds of trust with their students through strategies based on empathy and creativity, through the example, collaborative work, communicative spaces, dialogue, constant communication, the strengthening of emotional competences through interaction, for this it is necessary to identify the individual circumstances of each student, to be able to attend the needs as a priority emotional development of these and develop autonomy and self-esteem in them, through curricular planning with activities and conducive evaluation.

It is recommended to apply strategies of games, dynamics, group work, forums, debates, support dialogues, creative and motivating spaces that allow enhancing mirror neurons as an ideal condition in virtual learning, transmit through example positive emotions such as empathy, solidarity, gratitude, and love, in these crises, you must work on fear management and stress management; considering essential for this the training and updating of the teacher, who has a primary role and must be empathetic through their language, gestures, example, and expressions, to strengthen emotional and cognitive skills that contribute to the formation of empathetic and sensitive individuals regarding others.
It is necessary to carry out future lines of research in terms of strategies that promote or activate mirror neurons, in such a way that it can be recognized which are the most appropriate for the educational field, always promoting continuous improvement.
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